Most Well Skilled Security Officers From Leading Security Service
Providers In London

The UK security services industry is a thriving one with statistics showing
that BSIA (British Security Industry Association) member security
guarding companies are currently employing 75,500 security guards in
London and other parts of the country. The total turnover of BSIA member
companies is close to £4.33 billion and this is owing to the increasing
concern of the growing middle class over their tangible assets.
If you too are someone who is looking for a security service provider who
will assign security guards in London and its neighbourhood to guard your
home, office or neighbourhood; then take the help of the leading security
service providers based in London. These security firms have created a
benchmark for themselves and are known to operate in difficult and
sensitive situations delivering security services with a military edge. They
have more than two decades of experience in the industry and are
counted amongst the stalwarts of the industry.
These leading security service firms are known to allow clients to get on
with their life by taking care of their core security needs 24 hours a day,
365 days a year. These leading firms in London work closely with clients
in both the public and private sector in order to minimise the client’s
exposure to risk and protect them and their home, business and assets
from any breach of security. Clients can be sure of getting the best
security measures at these leading firms since these firms hold an SIA
Approved Contractor Scheme (ACS) status for the provision of Security
Guards and Key holding. The ACS status is granted to security firms after
an independent annual assessment by an assessor on all aspects of a
security service provider’s operation. The assessment takes a holistic view
of how well an organisation is managed and that it meets defined
standards and thus there is no ambiguity about the quality of services
provided at these leading firms.
Whether clients need security officers in London or they need close
protection officers or even other security measures such as search and
detection dogs, emergency security officers, patrol dog units, alarm
response and mobile patrols, bailiffs, close protection officers,
neighbourhood patrol and many others; these leading firms are their one
stop shop.
These leading firms are known for providing both discrete as well as high
profile security officers in London according to the requirement of the

client for both corporate and residential needs. All The security officers
assigned by these leading firms are trained to keep an eye on undesired
visitors and security breaches and are taught to deal with these firmly and
confidently in all situations. The security officers of these leading firms
are also supported by a Mobile Welfare Unit, when operational, which is
connected to a state of the art communication system for ensuring a fast,
effective and unequalled key holding and alarm response service.
These leading firms integrate the best methods of personal protection,
leading technology and the best practices in the industry to deliver the
best security services to their clients and thus always be at the leading
edge of the industry.

